turn to domesticity, subjects with a more 'homely existence' like 'an old woman bending over her flower-pot' and 'all those cheap common things'. 6 For Eliot, tragedy's exclusion of the lower classes from representation devalued and censored what the Marxist literary critic Raymond Williams would later call 'a whole class of ordinary suffering'. 7 Exploring the historical malleability of the genre throughout its theory and practice, Williams would himself conclude that tragedy 'is not a single and permanent kind of fact, but a series of experiences and conventions and institutions'. 8 Once again, Eliot anticipates Williams in the final sentences of Middlemarch (1871-2), when she asserts the impossibility of sustaining traditional forms of tragedy in Victorian modernity. A 'new Antigone' could not now sacrifice her life in a glorifying act of 'heroic piety' simply 'for the sake of a brother's burial': 'the medium in which their ardent deeds took shape is for ever gone'. Instead, the loss of tragic heroism requires a reattuning of literary tastes to the value of 'unhistoric', 'insignificant people'. 9 J. Herbert Stack, however, found Adam Bede's 'tragedy of Hetty Poyser' a failure precisely because of Hetty's 'nearness to us in social position'. She lacks the dignifying 'sorrow in one of higher station', a sorrow which possesses distinction precisely because it is beyond the reader's range of everyday experience. 10 Writing in the North British Review, Henry H. Lancaster sharply rebutted Eliot's 'doctrine' that 'true tragedy' transcends 'classes of society' (p. 207) by arguing that she mistakenly conflated pathos with tragedy. The so-called '[modern] tragedy of every-day life' (p. 208) is undoubtedly pathetic, but the disappointed romance of the miller's daughter lacks the eloquence of the 'grand style' necessary to achieving a greater, more Shakespearean, 'character of suffering' (p. 207), a la Romeo and Juliet. Eliot and other similarly self-righteous authors only idealised a morbid preoccupation with the suffering of common people, without actually producing any heroic models to help those people overcome their plight (p. 208), the result being a literature whose representation of lower-class suffering is less morally meaningful than it is self-serving and self-indulgent (p. 206). 11 Lancaster's key criteria for 'true tragedy' significantly use the only recently coined phrase, the 'grand style', at the heart of Matthew Arnold's lectures On Translating Homer (1861). Arnold himself sought a return to the heroic values of classical literature more generally, and accordingly rejected his own attempts at tragedy in his 1853 preface to a new edition of Poems, where he justified his exclusion of the previously published 'Empedocles on Etna' (1852) because it failed to terminate in 'an excellent action' of public value, as required in Greek tragedy. He famously indicted his poetry (and himself) for remaining contented with the ineffectual quicksand of inwardness, a purely melancholic passivity in which 'mental distress is prolonged, unrelieved by incident, hope, or resistance; in which there is everything to be endured, nothing to be done'. 12 The anxiety Arnold exhibited in his preface over 'Empedocles', and the poetry of Romanticism more generally, was a response to the modern burden of increased subjectivity that he felt was the result of a profound cultural transformation in the nature and history of human sentiment. Far from being unique to Arnold, this position was also articulated by the prominent English philosopher George Henry Lewes, albeit with a different emphasis. Lewes argued that Greek tragedy emerged in a culture which had greater simplicity and therefore unity in its beliefs, whereas in the Victorian era, 'the process of civilisation' had so 'softened' human 'character' that 'great tragic crimes' were now impossible -indeed, passion itself had become 'undramatic', fit only 'for the novel' and non-theatrical genres. 13 Lewes would of course become the partner of George Eliot, whose fiction helped realise Lewes's vision by self-consciously scaling down the imaginative content of the novel and rewriting the literary hierarchy of genres so that the once pre-eminent form of dramatic tragedy would be left devalued and defunct. A variant of both Arnold's and Lewes's argument is also reproduced in Henry James's novel The Tragic Muse (1889-90), where the character Gabriel Nash audaciously argues that human subjectivity has evolved to a degree of complexity that cannot be adequately represented within older genres such as tragedy. The plays of the 'old dramatists' are 'crudity compared with what the novelist does', though this is to be expected, since they had a simpler civilization to represent -societies in which the life of man was in action, in passion, in immediate and violent expression. . . . Today we're so infinitely more reflective and complicated and diffuse that it makes all the difference. 14 While this passage shouldn't be accorded undue weight, coming as it does from the Wildean ironist that is Nash, it does show James's historical awareness that the realist novel was a genre uniquely equipped to represent the most modern, and seemingly advanced, forms of selfhood. In The American (1876-7), James is also attentive to how certain ways of feeling are culturally determinate and therefore capable of becoming anachronistic, as when the American businessman Charles Newman is surprised to find the aristocratic Parisian Valentine de Bellegarde devoted to 'the beautiful though somewhat superannuated image of personal Honour'. This results in a debate over duelling, a practice that Newman finds preposterously barbaric but which Valentine values precisely because of its backwardness -it is a nostalgic fragment of, in Nash's words, 'a simpler civilization': '[duelling] strikes a romantic note that seems to me in this age of vile prose greatly to recommend it. It's a remnant of a higher-tempered time; one ought to cling to it'. 15 James himself endured frequent criticisms precisely for failing to retain this 'simpler', 'higher-tempered time' in his supposedly over-mannered novels, which were hampered from expressing actual passion by their unfailing commitment to what one critic delightfully called 'the tea-pot style of conversation'. 16 The well-respected critic R. H. Hutton similarly found that in James's novels 'even human passion is not commonly dramatic', with the result that 'most [of his] tragedies break down before the tragic crisis'. 17 What such criticisms fail to appreciate, however, is James's interest in creating a new type of novel-tragedy in which the representation of suffering is deliberately undramatic. There can of course be no denying James's lifelong interest in the theatre, which was at its height in the early 1890s when James rather crudely rewrote The American into 'the most schematic and stagy melodrama' possible. 18 Yet it is equally undeniable that in his late fiction James developed a form of writing that was intrinsically undramatic, a famously complex and convoluted prose whose grammatical labyrinth of exorbitant analytical qualifications seemed to consciously measure its distance from the novel's otherwise remarkably melodramatic plots.
According to Jeanette King, despite James's interest in contemporary drama he makes very few references to neoclassical theories of tragedy and 'appears to have little interest in tragedy as a [traditional] literary form', as he uses the term fairly freely in his literary criticism. 19 James was nevertheless a knowing participant in these debates, his review of Middlemarch perfectly grasping Eliot's intention to create a new 'tragedy based on unpaid butchers' bills' and 'the facts of the common lot'. 20 Perhaps his most straightforward definition of tragedy comes in his autobiographical reflections upon the assassination of President Lincoln, which he notes had 'a sadness too noble not to somehow inspire'; 'pure' and 'high' tragedy is never solely negative but must also 'sow with its dark hand the seed of greater life'. 21 Despite carefully appreciating how tragedy operated for Eliot as a way of extending the sympathetic imagination, James contrastingly conceived of tragedy as an advanced state and quality of consciousness which nourishes the will even in the midst of death and darkness. In his 1908 New York Edition preface, he describes how the titular protagonist of What Maisie Knew (1897) acts as an ironic centre of consciousness, transforming her otherwise melodramatic life of petty parental conflict and immoral adultery into the rarefied 'stuff of poetry and tragedy and art'.
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In his preface for The Princess Casamassima (1885-6), James describes how his novels explore extraordinarily subtle 'degrees of feeling' through characters who perceive with an emotional sentience that 'the stupid, the coarse and the blind' lack, characters gifted with what he calls 'the power to be finely aware' as possessed by 'Hamlet and Lear'. 23 James here values Hamlet and King Lear not as fully sculpted five-act tragedies concluding with Hutton's formally necessary 'tragic crisis', but rather as, through their famous tragic heroes, enabling his own new conception of character as a kind of refined self-consciousness.
A similar line of thinking underlies James's remarkable late essay, 'Is There a Life After Death? ' (1910) , which presents what Sharon Cameron calls 'a doctrine of the elect based on degrees of felt consciousness'. 24 For James, there cannot be an afterlife for those who have barely lived here, so whatever possibility there is of immortality depends upon 'the quality of our practice of consciousness' in this life. Heaven is a novelist's meritocracy. James is keen though to distinguish his argument from 'those shallow minds' who 'foolishly' 'believe what they would prefer'. He states that, while their argument might be a desperate and unaware 'question of belief', his argument is 'a question of desire' 'established and nourished' by lifelong immersion in self-consciousness. Retrospectively examining the life he has spent writing, including then the very act of composing this essay, James conceives of these activities as 'redeeming themselves', performatively enriching his consciousness and so increasing his likelihood of immortality, blasphemously removing the need for divine intervention altogether. 25 The imagery of flight and the spiritual fantasies in the essay's conclusion connect most specifically to The Wings of the Dove (1902), but the essay's wider interest in conceptualising a sense of the sacred that is superior to ordinary forms of religiosity also surfaces much earlier in The Portrait of a Lady (1880-1), James's truly transatlantic tragedy spanning America, England, and Italy.
The Portrait of a Lady follows the exceptional young woman Isabel Archer and the development of her self-consciousness as her thoroughly American conception of freedom encounters the more treacherous historical world of Europe. Anthony Mazzella's analysis of James's New York revisions demonstrates convincingly that James made the later Isabel's attachment to freedom increasingly figurative, as well as disembodied. The Isabel of 1908 is always seeking 'to maintain the mind's control', and James's added emphasis on consciousness as the focal point of Isabel's perception better explains how her concluding rejection of Caspar Goodwood stems from the 'fear that her freedom [of consciousness] will be lost through erotic possession'.
26 While James explores the powers of transcendentalist consciousness through Isabel -she prays in 'devotion' to the 'love of liberty' (p. 172), 'The desire for unlimited expansion' (p. 351) and 'the infinite vista of a multiplied life' (p. 421) -James also highlights the limitations of her naive presuppositions, as Isabel's commitment to freedom is modified by her gradual discovery of the ways in which her acts were determined. 27 The very act through which her financial independence was secured was in fact controlled by her cousin Ralph Touchett, who persuaded his dying father to set aside sufficient funds to allow Isabel to fulfil her ideals. In doing so, Ralph inadvertently makes Isabel bait 'for fortune-hunters ' (p. 193) , and what Isabel thinks is her free choice to marry Gilbert Osmond is in fact the carefully manipulated outcome of Madame Merle and Osmond's insidious designs.
The novel's predominant tone is ultimately one of disillusionment, as it is strewn with the wreckage of exceptional women and their failed marriages -Mrs Touchett, Madame Merle, Countess Gemini, and, of course, Isabel. Isabel's first and only child dies soon after birth, and her life becomes increasingly defined by suffering as she is subject to the emotional abuse of Osmond's 'demonic imagination' (p. 502). If each character in James's novel has their own individual 'art of life' (p. 398), by its end, each character also has their own personal pathos. For Caspar Goodwood, it is the knowledge that he will never love again: 'there are disappointments that last as long as life' (p. 501). For Mrs Touchett, who survives both her son and husband, it is the realisation that by deliberately detaching herself from her relations she has lost the 'aftertaste of life' preserved in recollection, and she has thus become that most 'tragical' thing: 'an old woman without memories' (p. 562). This 'tone of far-reaching, infinite sadness' (p. 541) pervades the novel, and Isabel herself arrives at a despairing nihilism in which she loathes how her choices have seemingly condemned her 'to live only to suffer', such that she even wishes she were dead (p. 553). The novel could easily have become another gritty tale of a woman's struggles in enduring the torturous day-to-day reality of marital discord, but instead it becomes a remarkable tragedy in which Isabel discovers a qualified heroism. Yet rather than further discussing the novel's plot, which would presume an Aristotelian understanding of tragedy that James patently did not share, I want to focus very specifically upon a key late scene in the novel in which Isabel reflects upon the ruin of her life amidst the ruins of the Roman Campagna, a scene in which her 'power to be finely aware' is at its greatest. Before turning to this passage though, the crucial cultural and theoretical foundations for this scene must be established. I will first contextualise the novel within the wider representations of Italy's religious imagination from which James drew inspiration, before turning to the writings of the influential art critic and essayist Walter Pater, from which James took Pater's reinterpretation of historical consciousness and the tragic in Renaissance Italy, before finally returning to Isabel's ruins.
'This land of impossible beauty' From James's first elated encounter with Italy in 1869 to his last in 1907, he visited 'this land of impossible beauty', as one of his characters called it, on fourteen separate occasions. 28 His various reflections upon Italian cities and regions were subsequently collected in Transatlantic Sketches (1875), Portraits of Places (1883), and Italian Hours (1909). 29 James composed much of Portrait while living in Florence, and completed the writing of the novel in Venice over the spring and early summer of 1881, so it is no surprise that his experience of Italy powerfully informs the novel, much of which takes place in Florence and, most importantly, Rome. James was also highly attentive to the changing trends in travel writing, reviewing a range of Italian travelogues through the decades. Discussing W. D. Howells's Italian Journeys (1867), for instance, James explains that 'thousands of pilgrims' flock to 'half-sacred' Italy to witness the pinnacles of Roman and Christian civilization and the artistic flowering of the Renaissance, 'the great Italian monuments of art' that are among 'the highest achievements of human power'. 30 In a later review which reflects the increasing impact of tourism, James describes Italy as 'the richest museum in the world', explicating the implications of his metaphor by noting how the cost of containing such a bounty of beauty is being 'overrun' with 'idly-gazing foreigners'; the sad inevitability is that 'Italy is to be "vulgarized" beyond appeal' and the very publication of travel writings, including James's own, only accelerates this process. 31 Both James's fiction and his travel writings explore the acquisition of culture through the Old World of Europe, relentlessly returning to his overarching master-plot: an American's aesthetic education through the Grand Tour. Travel to the Continent was rendered relatively safe following the end of the Thirty Years War and the restoration of the English monarchy in 1660, and Italy's pre-eminent achievements in architecture and art made its cities compulsory viewing for upper-class visitors. Italy assumed new significance for English-speaking travellers, however, in the post-Napoleonic era. While Italy continued to be celebrated as the artistic summit of Western civilisation, Italy's backward politics -its lack of anything resembling a modern nation-state until the nationalist Risorgimento movement declared Rome the new capital of the peninsula in July 1871 -was seen as impinging upon its artistic supremacy in various ways. On the one hand, the absence of centralised government was, for Frances Trollope and many others, a cause for celebration insofar as it allowed 'politically indifferent connoisseurs' to treat Venice, once the political heart and powerhouse of European history, as merely a 'magnificent museum of art'. 32 On the other hand, the Arundel Society, founded in 1849, dedicated itself to conserving the transmission of early Italian frescoes owing to justified fears that military conflicts were destroying irrecoverable sites and works of beauty, in addition to the general state of decay and ruin in which priceless chapel frescoes were abandoned. In 1847, Lord Alexander Lindsay concluded his influential three-volume Sketches of the History of Christian Art with an impassioned 'Postscriptum' 'appeal[ing] to the rulers of Italy' on behalf of the 'grand old frescoes' which are 'perishing unheeded' under the sacrilegious 'whitewash of barbarism'. While old Italy is invoked as 'the mother of one half of our intellectual culture', Lindsay implies that the souls of its contemporary inhabitants and authorities are deaf to the spiritual music of any early Renaissance art that is not Raphael or Michelangelo. 33 Even after the unification of Italy, poorly executed restoration practices caused controversy and led to William Morris founding the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings in 1877. Two years later, in the New York Times, one correspondent even claimed that the recent massacres in Bulgaria were subordinate to 'the crime against civilization' that was the damage done to Venice's world-historical architecture through shoddy, self-retarding restoration, promptly concluding: 'Europe should take [Venice] out of the possession of the Italian Government'. 34 Attitudes to Italy were also informed by the immense changes in nineteenth-century travel that the cultural historian James Buzard has delineated. Following the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the rise of mass transportation systems, the Continental tour became for the first time accessible to a much broader segment of the middle classes. arose in response to the democratisation of the Grand Tour, as an 'antitourist' rhetoric was employed by travellers who sought to separate their superior aesthetic responsiveness from the middle-class herd, which required publicly performing their 'aristocracy of inner feeling . . . originality and difference'. 35 In his more comprehensive study, The Beaten Track (1993), Buzard shows how, by the time of Frances Trollope's A Visit to Italy (1842) and Charles Dickens's Pictures from Italy (1846), Italian travelogues were increasingly critical of the 'cold factuality' of Murray's ubiquitous handbooks and displayed their originality by moving towards a subjective 'impressionism'. 36 Yet impressionist travelogues remained structured by the very aesthetic class distinction created by Murray's handbooks which, by only providing detailed information for the sites deemed of important aesthetic and historic value, accompanied with excerpts from poetry designed to enhance the refined traveller's aesthetic experience, effectively divided the 'culture' of a nation's artistic objects from its indigenous population and way of life, with writers associating the former with the higher class of poetry and the latter with the lowlier class of prose (p. 174). This distinction drives James's own essay 'Italy Revisited' (1878), which reflects upon the changes effected by the new government and finds old Italy becoming 'more and more a museum', the object of 'the Byronic, the Ruskinian, the artistic, poetic, aesthetic manner', separated by a schism from the 'young Italy' that is 'ugly' and 'prosaic' in its 'modern' and increasingly touristic aspects.
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In the same essay James is shocked to find 'a Church of England service' created specifically for the 'grave English' tourists staying at a new inn.
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He greets the invasive presence of Anglicanism in the Catholic motherland with disdain -amusingly, as if to distance himself, he immediately begins to describe an ancient temple of Venus nearby and indulges in a pagan fantasy speculating on the likelihood of Venus's ongoing visits to the local shore -partly because Italy's cultural value depended upon its heightened religiosity. Ellis Hanson has charted how, despite various forms of antiCatholic sentiment spanning 1850-90, a variety of leading English and 35 French writers, associated with the decadence and aestheticism movements, either converted to Catholicism or spent much of their careers flirting with textual forms of Catholicism. 39 In his essay 'Style' (1889), the influential art critic Walter Pater, one of Hanson's key figures, articulated a post-secular concept of the sacred when he argued that, even without the content of belief, the very formal style of religious writing could still enable access to a realm of divine feeling. 40 T. S. Eliot attacked Pater for how his essay's offensive 'appropriation of religion into culture' degraded theology's role in religion, but he rightly gauged how the emergence of this distinctively literary form of faith came crucially at 'the point of English history at which the repudiation of revealed religion by men of culture and intellectual leadership coincides with a renewed interest in the visual arts'. 41 Italy was of course the centre of these arts, and it is in such terms that the Arundel Society's 1860 article in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine describes a monochromatic England awaiting the importation of Italian forms of faith infused with vibrant artistic richness -the 'heavenly transport' of the Renaissance 'language of colour'.
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Nineteenth-century Italy operated, then, as a particularly complex example of what Chloe Card calls an 'imaginative geography' subject to various kinds of cultural fantasies. 43 Specific types of affects can easily become mapped onto topographies as over-imagined as Italy, and Carl Maves has argued convincingly that the ubiquitous sight of architectural beauty in decay and ruin, combined with the Italian history of long lost glory, structured James's consistent representation of 'sensuous pessimism' as a distinctively 'Italian emotion' -a dark Romanticism burdened by 'the sadness of increased experience' and 'the poignance of a beauty both transient and uniquely precious'. 44 Maves's concept of 'sensuous pessimism', however, does not go far enough in accounting for James's investment in recovering from Italian art a kind of 'formal Catholicism', to use James's own phrase. 45 In an early article on Venice, James claimed, in regard to architectural designs of places of worship, that 'spiritual beauty' could not be separated from 'formal beauty'. 46 In 'Venice' (1882), a decade later, James also remarks that for even an atheistic connoisseur it is 'almost a spiritual function' to gaze upon the sheer beauty of St Mark's. 47 Throughout the articles of 1873, particularly 'A Roman Holiday', James observes, and in part mourns, the cultural transformations brought about by the Pope's loss of power and the wider secularisation of papal Rome. James finds consolation, however, in St Peter's, where he can 'worship' at an unparalleled 'temple', one of the world's 'great works of art', in which the human 'soul infinitely expands' to such a degree that God and heaven are displaced -the visitor is already 'sufficiently "saved"; we can't be more than that in heaven itself'. Much like James's later idea of the afterlife, though, this paradise is meritocratic, as St Peter's gives 'the blessing' and privilege of 'exclusion' only to the finer traveller who can henceforth draw upon this memory -this monument to 'the heroic will and the heroic act' -whenever needing to escape the 'tide of vulgarity' that is 'the swarming democracy of your fellowtourists'. 48 The influence of James's travel writings upon The Portrait of a Lady is most palpable in the minor comedy of tourist manners surrounding Isabel's own visit to St Peter's. Unlike the American journalist Henrietta Stackpole, a patriotic philistine whose only response to Michelangelo's dome is that it is inferior to 'the Capitol at Washington' (p. 296), or Osmond, whose own dissatisfied lust for material power leads him to resent the way St Peter's forces 'one [to] feel like an atom' (p. 297), or 'one of the superior tourists' who feigns disappointment as a sign of loftiness, Isabel's 'conception of greatness rose and dizzily rose. After this it never lacked space to soar. She gazed and wondered like a child or a peasant, she paid her silent tribute to the seated sublime' (p. 296). In the 1908 edition, James adds the allusion to the Kantian aesthetics of the sublime which elevate Isabel's impressionistic experience beyond her 'fellow-tourists', but retains the original edition's careful framing of Isabel as stupefied with childlike amazement in a conspicuous evasion of James's own essay, ensuring she remains sympathetic rather than haughtily elitist or pretentious. In this first key encounter with Rome, though, the naivety implied by 'like a child' uneasily shadows the speed with which Isabel assimilates and subsumes St Peter's into a testament to her transcendental fantasies of freedom, through which 'her conception of greatness' rises and soars. For Isabel, of course, will not soar for ever, and she will come to forge a new identity through a more powerful, tragic experience of Rome's 'formal Catholicism' in the Campagna. Before this, however, Pater's influence upon James's idea of Italian history requires elaboration.
Metahistory
Coextensive with travel writing's changing representations of Italy was an immense flowering of interest in the meaning and value of the Italian Renaissance for Victorians specifically. As a result of increased government patronage of the arts, expanded access to Italian cities and artworks, the prolific production of studies of Renaissance art, the wide array of periodicals shaping public perception and taste, and public art collections helping popularise Renaissance art further, such as the spectacular 1857 Manchester Art Treasure exhibition, by the middle of the nineteenth century what Allen Staley calls 'a renaissance of the Renaissance' was well under way. 49 The very concept of the Renaissance was redefined in the particularly influential scholarly works Histoire de France (1855) by Jules Michelet and Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien (1860) by Jacob Burckhardt, and 'the newly current notion of history as resurrection', history as renaissance, began to pervade professional historiography's increased sense of its own imaginative possibilities. 50 Hayden White thus argued in his most famous work, Metahistory (1973) , that in the late nineteenth century a 'rebirth of the philosophy of history' took place which embraced the 'narrativity' involved in writing history and began to imagine 'a different universe of discourse for the characterisation of the historical field'.
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It was against this background that Walter Pater wrote Studies in the History of the Renaissance (1873), to be joined by John Addington Symonds's seven-volume Renaissance in Italy (1875) and Vernon Lee's Euphorion (1884), which Lee dedicated to Pater. Pater's notoriously subjective and impressionistic Studies was a particularly brilliant experiment in using a more literary style ('a different universe of discourse') to re-create Renaissance art. As has been frequently observed, Pater was a meticulous reader of Hegel, and while Hegel's masterwork The Phenomenology of Spirit (1807) indeed quotes on several occasions. 52 Pater read Hegel's Aesthetics in the original German of H. G. Hotho's edited lecture transcripts, Vorlesungen über die Aesthetik (1842-3), which were also the basis for T. M. Knox's now definitive English translation of Hegel's Aesthetics. Though there are some differences of detail and emphasis, what remains constant in both versions is Hegel's general argument that there are higher forms of the sacred, different degrees of spirituality, only available through complex acts of selfconsciousness. Hegel consequently celebrates how 'the principle of inner subjectivity' in modern Romantic and Christian art enshrines 'this selfcontemplation of the spirit', in which the soul seems to be the very formal structure of self-reflexivity. But Hegel's bid to invest consciousness with the supra-material power of 'self-production' can seem to condemn the physical world as an 'inflexible foreignness' resented for its resistance to Hegelian consciousness. 53 The ubiquitous presence of death in Pater's writings would consequently be intolerable to Hegelian idealism, but Pater explores alternative ways of achieving subjective 'self-production'. Hegel's influence pervades the 'Winckelmann' essay in Studies in particular, especially its concluding call for a type of 'self-culture' that intensifies the 'strength' of subjectivity: 'The demand of the intellect is to feel itself alive' and thus to 'satisfy the spirit'.
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Hegel's influence is also felt in Pater's famous description of Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa, where the concrete details of the painting are displaced by an extraordinary excess of subjectivity, an enormous reverie in which ea31ch successive semi-colon introduces a new mythology and a new historical period to be projected onto the painting's surface, such that 'All the thoughts and experience of the world have etched and moulded' (p. 70) themselves upon the woman's face, as if history was the very make-up that she wears. Pater concludes by interpreting 'Lady Lisa . . . as the embodiment of the old fancy, the symbol of the modern idea' -both the old 'fancy of a perpetual life, sweeping together ten thousand experiences' and the modern idea of evolution which presents the current generations of humans 'as wrought upon by, and summing up in itself, all modes of thought and life' (pp. 70-1). Da Vinci's painting is the springboard for the 'old fancy' of metempsychosis -the originally Greek idea of the transmigration of souls, a crucial concept to both Pater and Hegel.
55 In Pater's knowing over-reading of the painting, metempsychosis is the very historicity of the Renaissance itself, defined not as linear chronology but as the imaginative intellect's capacity to feel itself exuberantly disseminated throughout history. Such moments are rare, though, in Pater, and his exploration elsewhere of what may 'satisfy the spirit' takes a subtler shape. At the end of the 'Winckelmann' essay, Pater engages with the problem of embodiment in a way Hegel did not, and meditates further on the difficulty of finding a form of 'self-culture' that can provide a satisfactory sense of 'freedom' (p. 115). He observes that, unlike the world of ancient Greek tragedy, the modern, scientifically enlightened 'tragic situation' is one where 'necessity is not as of old', some abstract personification, but rather a deterministic force structuring our very body and being. Pater thus argues that necessity must be internalised as a constitutive state of the psyche and that modern art must find an 'equivalent' sense of freedom, ways of addressing our limitations that are not simply embarrassment and humiliation. In his final sentences, he suggests that tragic heroism might be replaced by a new understanding of nobility as residing in how one adjusts to the knowledge of one's loss of absolute autonomy (p. 116). By placing the famous 'Conclusion', excerpted from an earlier review and exploring how 'the desire of beauty [is] quickened by the sense of death', immediately after this chapter, Pater subtly positions the aesthetic empiricism that follows as one response to how finitude can be made compelling. 56 Particularly crucial is the qualified agency of what Pater elsewhere calls the 'constructive intelligence', as he describes how the 'perpetual motion' (p. 118) of 'impressions, images, sensations' (p. 119) comprising our perception threaten to overwhelm us, but the mental act of 'reflection' (p. 118) is able to restore a degree of freedom by giving order and form to those impressions. 57 Earlier, Pater contrasts 'impassive spectators' of art with those spectators who are artists themselves and so rewrite 'the data before [them] as the exponents of ideas, moods, visions of [their] own', 'always combining them anew' into a new 'subtle structure' (p. 31). In the opening page of Studies, Pater declares that the goal of his 'aesthetic criticism' is 'to know one's own impression as it really is, to 55 discriminate it, to realise it distinctly' and therein unlock the 'powers or forces' possessed by artistic 'receptacles' (p. 3) and, as his essays go on to prove, 'to realise' an impression is not a passive activity. Crucially, the 'constructive intelligence' operates through the act of writing, preserving the will by revising one's raw impressions into the stuff of art or 'aesthetic criticism'. At the heart of Studies is of course Renaissance Italy, and Pater traces throughout the emergence of an international romance of Italy. In Pater's cultural conversion narrative, Germany's leading art historian and Hellenist Johann Winckelmann was drawn to Italy because he understood that 'the Protestant principle in art had cut off Germany from the supreme tradition of beauty' (p. 91) which was Italian Catholicism. German Romanticism is reframed as another transatlantic renascence, as Pater portrays Goethe as inspired by Winckelmann to travel to Italy and 'the sacred soil' of Rome which then nurtured 'the advent of the new German literature' (p. 93). Pater himself is deeply admiring of Catholicism's veneration of motherhood, best realised in Michelangelo's Piet a, where 'the pity of the Virgin Mother over the dead body of Christ' is secularised by Pater into a universal symbol of 'the pity of all mothers over all dead sons' (p. 53). Pater also notes how Joachim du Bellay's best poetry was written in response to his encounter with Rome; Pater praises the project of 'translation' (p. 77) with which Du Bellay, among others of the French Renaissance, sought 'to adjust the existing French culture to the rediscovered classical culture' (p. 76). Pater then describes how the 'strange and mournful' atmosphere of Rome -the resting place of the Roman republic and empire, Italian civilisation's political pinnacles -then became the soil from which grew the literary fruit of Du Bellay's confessional 'intimacy'. In Du Bellay's poetry, the 'trouble of his life is analysed' and the 'sense of loss in passing days' enhanced through 'the sentiment of ruins': 'passing his wearisome days among the ruins of ancient Rome, he is consoled by the thought that all must one day end', and only this thought 'relieve[s] his weariness' (p. 83). Pater is particularly fascinated by how Du Bellay inscribes his own personal suffering within the tragic spirit of place that is Rome, analysing his own impression before, in an act of imaginative translation, rewriting that impression into a kind of 'metahistory' in which his sorrowful subjectivity is intensified by its connection to Rome.
'The power to be finely aware'
The breadth of James's knowledge of Pater's Studies, Pater's other works, and the wider writings of British aestheticism has been well documented, but what is less widely recognised is how James transposes Pater's 'aesthetic criticism' into the realist novel -James's characters increasingly resemble Paterian critics in the evaluative intelligence they bring to bear upon their relations. 58 The Golden Bowl (1904) explores the dangers that ensue when multi-millionaire art collector Adam Verver treats a living Italian as an aesthetic artefact to be easily integrated into his private museum, and in 'Flickerbridge' (1902), a young American painter decides his fiancée's cousin is an artistic rarity whom he tries to preserve from publicity's prostitutiondisseminated throughout the press, 'you'll be everywhere with everything', he warns her -by 'hoard[ing] his impression' of her and 'treat[ing] it as a private museum'. 59 Certain travel essays written after the publication of Studies also deploy a markedly Paterian language of impressions, as in 'Italy Revisited', where James's burgeoning intuition of the split between old and new Italy remains opaque until, in Florence, 'the impression was more easy to analyse' and James becomes properly conscious of 'a great tradition broken'. He then studies how this 'impression' is in turn transformed by his reading of John Ruskin's denunciations of contemporary Italy in Mornings in Florence (1870).sacred infant' (p. 452). It is a scene of sacred maternal piety that Isabel's own womanhood accesses in a way Mother Catherine pointedly cannot.
Isabel's relationship to Italian Catholicism reaches its height, though, only after Isabel's disturbing discovery of Madame Merle's involvement with her family: 'Madame Merle had married her' (p. 511). While Isabel previously insisted on the justness of her responsibility in marrying Osmond, she is horrified to know now that she was never free and that her marriage, 'the single sacred act -of her life' (p. 458), is meaningless. Seeking escape of some kind, Isabel takes a carriage to the Campagna, which was then a unique site of unpopulated desolation whose only signs of humanity were tombs, the remains of ancient aqueducts, and the distant spectacle of Rome -all of which naturally made it a compulsory attraction for tourists keen to think of themselves as romantic travellers. 67 Isabel's own impressionistic experience, which James leaves entirely unchanged in his 1908 revisions, opens out onto what Frank Ankersmit calls 'sublime historical experience', a powerful reckoning of the depth of suffering involved in cultural identity, and which can only be felt as a 'psychological tragedy': 68 She had long before this taken old Rome into her confidence, for in a world of ruins the ruin of her happiness seemed a less unnatural catastrophe. She rested her weariness upon things that had crumbled for centuries and yet still were upright; she dropped her secret sadness into the silence of lonely places, where its very modern quality detached itself and grew objective, so that as she sat in a sun-warmed angle on a winter's day, or stood in a mouldy church to which no one came, she could smile at it and think of its smallness. Small it was, in the large Roman record, and her haunting sense of the continuity of the human lot easily carried her from the less to the greater. She had become deeply, tenderly acquainted with Rome; it interfused and moderated her passion. But she had grown to think of it chiefly as the place where people had suffered. This was what came to her in the starved churches, where the marble columns, transferred from pagan ruins, seemed to offer her a companionship in endurance and the musty incense to be a compound of long-unanswered prayers. (p. 511) Now Isabel finds herself looking across the Campagna at the Alban Mount and the plain 'which is still so full of all that has passed from it'. She 'carried her sombre spirit from one familiar shrine to the other' (p. 511) and, as in past visits when she had been accompanied by Pansy and Countess Gemini, 'she felt the touch of a vanished world'. She sits on a stone that had once had a use and gazed through the veil of her personal sadness at the splendid sadness of the scene -at the dense, warm light, the far gradations and soft confusions of colour, the motionless shepherds in lonely attitudes, the hills where the cloudshadows had the lightness of a blush. (p. 512) What Isabel achieves here is a higher class of suffering. Discriminating and realising her impression in Paterian fashion, she follows and outdoes Du Bellay's 'self-culture' by translating the 'modern quality' of her pain into the 'world of ruins' that is ancient Rome's immense monument to the global tragedy of translatio imperii -employing the full range of her selfconscious powers in doing so. In a kind of emotional chemistry, Isabel scrutinises her objectified feelings as her identification with Rome enables her to abstract her private loss and appreciate how shared suffering can become the condition for 'companionship in endurance', a tragic historical consciousness whose intimacy with Rome supersedes the oppressive historicism with which Osmond insists Isabel must submit and obey Italian traditions of the past (p. 427) and which self-consciously deconstructs the transcendental freedom Isabel previously found in St Peter's. The passage also, importantly, works to differentiate Isabel from 'the swarming democracy of her fellow-tourists', as her reverie takes place in churches 'no one' else is allowed to enter and intrude upon, with an originality of thought and feeling that pointedly distinguishes her from Countess Gemini. James is clearly anxious over Isabel's likeness to the Countess -both women enter disastrous marriages and are offered affairs by men, though Isabel resists and is disgusted by the publicly known adultery of the Countess -but he protests too much in the 1908 edition, over-emphasising that the Countess Gemini is 'undiscriminating' (p. 520) and 'had not the historic sense' (p. 519), when the keenness of wit and intellect he has bestowed upon her, as a typical Jamesian character, makes this unconvincing.
In Little Dorrit (1855-7), Charles Dickens's famous protagonist simply subsumes the ruins of Rome into reproductions of 'ruins of the old Marshalsea', while Dorothea Brooke's Puritanism in Middlemarch is disturbed by the 'stupendous fragmentariness' of Rome, and she feels at the Campagna that the city is merely a 'masquerade'. 69 The anti-theatrical rhetoric of Eliot's disdain for Catholicism also drives Dickens's comments upon Italy's 'pantomime' churches in Pictures from Italy, while he, like Eliot, attacks the formlessness of the 'monstrous union' of pagan and Christian faith in Rome. 70 In James's novel, however, it is fitting that there should be 'marble columns, transferred from pagan ruins' to enhance the effect of a cultural palimpsest of 'the continuity of the human lot'. Furthermore, James's interest in 'formal Catholicism', unobstructed by the Protestant fear of popery marking Dickens and Eliot, allows Isabel to distinguish herself further from her female literary precursors, as her very suffering becomes sacred when she adds her voice to the perfumed cloud of consciousness crying out to God in 'a compound of long-unanswered prayers'. 71 Where once Isabel prayed to her own liberty, she now undertakes pilgrimages to 'shrine[s]', memorialising the passing of her transcendental self. Inscribing her own sentiments in these Roman remains with a moderate agency ('[s]he rested', 'she dropped'), she herself has assumed the psychology of ruin -her impressions, by their connection to this collective space charged with centuries of affective investments of suffering, have become powerful, distinctively Roman structures of feeling with the dignity of ruins that stand and survive their own decay. The remarkable payoff of such 'aesthetic criticism' is that Isabel has so successfully and selfconsciously integrated her suffering into her character that her 'personal sadness' achieves the aesthetic artifice of a decorative 'veil' which colours the 'splendid sadness' of a natural scene that suddenly assumes all the artistry of one of Claude Lorrain's or Nicolas Poussin's seventeenth-century landscape paintings, or, more appropriately, Pierre-Henri de Valenciennes' Study of Clouds over the Roman Campagna.
Though this scene naturally fails to fulfil many of the Victorian critics' conventional stipulations that tragedy involve heroic crisis and catharsis, it demonstrates the originality of Jamesian tragedy. The triumphs of analytical ingenuity in The Portrait of a Lady involve a complexity of consciousness, 'the power to be finely aware', which simply could not be performed on the stage. Too fine for theatre, James's unique style of writing bypassed traditional forms of tragedy, combining insights from Pater with the extraordinarily rich landscape and culture of Italy to develop a new and enduring way of representing suffering in all of its psychological subtlety. 70 Charles Dickens, Pictures from Italy, ed. Kate Flint (London 1998) pp. 117, 151. 71 It is important to note that because of Isabel's gender and James's desire to present her tragic dignity in unproblematic fashion, James has purged the 'formal Catholicism' here of any potential traces of erotic voyeurism which are implicit elsewhere, as in Italian Hours, pp. 12, 15, and throughout 'The Last of the Valerii' (1874), Complete Stories, 1864-74 (New York 1999) pp. 798-827.
